A Real-time Search Framework of Microblog Based on Partial Indexing Mechanism
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Abstract—Along with the development of information technology and wide applications of network, information retrieval plays a more and more important role in people's life. But as the Twitter kind of short message service appears, a new problem has emerged in the world of information retrieval, that is, real-time search technology. Real-time search will be a demand of the Internet's development. With Sina microblog for analysis, a new real-time search framework based on meta-search engine has been put forward in this paper. Moreover, a microblog classification and indexing process on basis of partial indexing mechanism has also been designed. The framework can effectively save the real-time search costs and obtain microblog data with high quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a dramatically increasing demand of real-time information year after year with the further development of Internet. Traditional search engine, due to its own flaws, can not meet people's need for real-time information retrieval, so the real-time search arises at the historic moment. As a new media platform, microblog has aroused wide concern in recent years. People become more and more interested in information from microblog. As a social network, a huge amount of information will be generated in a microblog every second as a result. The information amount is too large and characterized by clutter and short-life cycle [1]. How to get the latest and high quality information from the huge and jumbled information becomes the focus of the problem. The real-time network search, such as Twitter [2], has become one of the most popular applications of real-time search technology [3-5].

In brief, Real-time Search is performing fast and instant search for information on the Internet as well as realizing the search asking effect. The appearance of the real-time search will make the Internet more instant-changing, convenient and simple. Users can quickly get fresh first-hand grassroots information with the help of real-time search. The domestic and international events can be more rapidly learnt, too. The biggest characteristic of microblog is too much content and higher updating speed. But microblog's quick spreading will make the Internet more instant-changing, convenient and simple. Users can quickly get fresh first-hand grassroots information with the help of real-time search. Therefore, the real-time search should firstly expand their data sources to grab the freshest information. Secondly, since the microblog operators have developed their own retrieval system and are able to filter information and rank popularity, the real-time search engine
can completely imitate meta search engine model, taking the microblog retrieval system as information filtering interface. The real-time search engines are responsible for reordering and outputting the retrieval results.

III. DESIGN OF THE REAL-TIME SEARCH BASED ON SINA MICROBLOG

The number of registered users in Sina microblog has an excess of several hundred million, and about 100 million users use the service every day. To ensure the system's efficiency, the real-time search can be modeled as meta

search engine and establish the search service on the basis of various microblog search, in this way it can avoid filtering and indexing all the microblogs. The real-time search system of microblogs will use the retrieve ranking mechanism and only store those microblogs higher ranked by the ranking function.

The framework modeled as meta-search engine includes request submitting agent, cooperation websites, converter, classifier, index apparatus, retrieval device and the results showing agent. The structure of the real-time search is shown in figure 1.

A. Request submitting agent

Request submitting agent is responsible for implementing the users' personalized searching demands, such as calling which microblog search engines, setting the limits of searching time and the number of results, etc. Moreover, it is in charge of distributing the requests to independent microblog systems.

B. Cooperation websites

Cooperation websites are mainly the microblog sites, such as Sina microblog, Tencent microblog, etc. Of course, the real-time search can also adopt other websites' information in order to enrich the sources of information. The cooperation websites provide the real-time system with latest data and improve the instantaneity of real-time search.

C. Converter

Data formats submitted by each cooperation website are very different, therefore, these data will be cut and unified and the useful information will be extracted afterwards in the converter. All the work is prepared for ranking calculation.

D. Classifier

The partial indexing mechanism has to be established on the classification of query and microblog. The classifier is mainly responsible for classifying microblog. Meanwhile, it can also call the data in the database and conduct updating as well as maintenance constantly.

E. Indexer

The classifier is responsible for the classification of query and microblog, the indexer mainly adopt different indexing strategy according to the results of the classifier. At the same time, the indexer will update the database regularly, clear out the data more than a certain time range in order to keep the system running at high speed.

F. Retriever

The retriever can search the database according to the customers' demands and output the qualified results. In addition, the retriever will learn automatically users' interest models in accordance to the statistics. In this way it can provide users with real-time search suggestions and help users find useful information more quickly.

G. Results showing agent

The results showing agent will classify the results and push the popular information to users, and the results will be shown on the homepage and updated continually.

The framework is built on combine with other microblog systems, other microblog systems shoulder the task of information filtering also, which can save the cost of information filtering and indexing and achieve a better effect of real time. However, owing to the differences among data structures, the system needs to unify the data formats before ranking and index. This is inevitable defect of meta-search engine architecture, but comparing with the overhead caused
by filtering all the crude microblogs data, the framework structure still has some advantages.

IV. CLASSIFICATION AND INDEXING PROCESS OF MICROBLOG BASED ON THE PARTIAL INDEXING MECHANISM

A. Classification of microblogs and queries

A big challenge confronting the microblog indexing is how to determine the importance of microblogs. Allowing for the limitation in the number of characters and information content of a microblog, the system can judge the popularity of a topic in reference to users’ queries. According to the topic popularity these microblogs belong to, it will divide microblogs into effective microblogs and noisy ones. Finally, the system will conduct real-time indexing on effective microblogs and batch indexing on noisy microblogs respectively in order to satisfy the system's instantaneity.

Definition 1: given a microblog \( t \) and users' query keywords set \( Q \), if for any \( q \in Q \), \( f(q, t) \leq K \), then \( t \) is effective microblog, or it will be noisy microblog.

Definition 2: given a query \( q \), \( T \) is the microblog set whose microblogs match the keywords of query \( q \), the number of microblogs in set \( T \) is recorded as \( T.num \). The popularity value of \( q \) equals \( T.num \), recorded as \( C_q \).

Definition 3: given a query \( q \) and its popularity \( C_q \), if \( C_q \geq M \) (\( M \) for the system threshold), then \( q \) is hot query, or \( q \) for candidate query.

Definition 4: given a microblog set \( T \), if all its microblogs are established through reply or forward relationship, then \( T \) can be defined a microblog tree and stored with tree structure.

A survey on search engine [7] shows that 62 of users click on the first page of results and More than 90 of users don't browse the contents of after the third page. As a result of real time search, the system can judge the type of microblog, or it will be noisy microblog.

For the limitation in the number of characters and information content of a microblog, the system can judge the popularity of a topic in reference to users’ queries. According to the topic popularity these microblogs belong to, it will divide microblogs into effective microblogs and noisy ones. Finally, the system will conduct real-time indexing on effective microblogs and batch indexing on noisy microblogs respectively in order to satisfy the system's instantaneity.

\[ K = C_1 \times R \]  

Where, \( C_1=3 \), \( R \) is the number of records of each page of the search results. Systems can also make adjustments factor \( C_1 \) as needed.

For each question, the system stores only the \( M \) related microblog records, in which, the top \( K \) microblogs are valid microblogs and microblogs from \( K+1 \) to \( M \) are noise microblogs. That is, the system will store \( M-K \) noise microblogs to meet the needs of the remaining 10% users. \( M \) is calculated according to the following formula (2).

\[ M = C_2 \times R \]  

Where, \( C_2=5 \), \( R \) is the number of records of each page of the search results. Systems can also make adjustments factor \( C_2 \) as needed.

B. Microblog classification mechanism with partial indexing

1) The overview of partial indexing

The idea of partial indexing emerged as early as the 19th century. It was first introduced in literature [8], in which the advantage in terms of time performance was also analyzed. In short, partial indexing will not index the whole database, instead it just index microblogs that are very likely to be the results of a certain query. In this paper the query is divided into hot query and candidate query, and microblog is divided into effective microblog and noisy microblog respectively. For the effective microblogs of hot queries, the system will do real-time indexing and for the noisy ones use batch indexing with offline mode. All microblogs of candidate queries are with batch indexing so as to improve the system response time and efficiency.

2) Microblog classification and indexing process

Partial indexing mechanism should take query and microblog's classification as foundation. Therefore, classification should be done before partial indexing, the whole process is mainly divided into the following six steps, and its work flow is shown in figure 2.

Step 1: Once a microblog \( t_i \) entered, the system will first judge the type of \( t_i \). If the microblog belongs to a tree structure, then it will be stored in a tree structure with an increase of the tree's popularity afterwards. If it is a single node structure, then go to Step 2.

Step 2: The system will match the keywords of \( t_i \) with hot queries, if it does not contain the keywords of any hot query, then enter the Step 3. If it contains the keywords of a hot query, popularity of this query will be updated and go to Step 5.

Step 3: The system will match the keywords of \( t_i \) with candidate queries, if it does not contain candidate queries' keywords, then a new query keyword will be created. Meanwhile, the system will record the query's popularity as well as the microblogs' ranking results, and conduct batch indexing on \( t_i \). If it contains the keywords of this candidate query, then go to Step 4.

Step 4: The system will updated the popularity of this candidate query and make a comparison of popularity \( C_q \) with system threshold \( M \). If \( C_q > M \), the query is still a candidate one, the system will conduct ranking calculation and batch indexing afterwards. If \( C_q \geq M \), this candidate query will upgrade for hot query and go to Step 5.

Step 5: The system will calculate \( t_i \)'s ranking. If \( score(t_i) < score(t_k) \), then \( t_i \) is noisy and batch indexed. If the score is higher than that of the \( K \)th microblog in the query's set, namely \( score(t_i) \geq score(t_k) \), then \( t_i \) belongs to effective ones and go to Step 6.

Step 6: The system will re-rank all effective microblogs belong to this hot query, if \( t_i \) ranked higher than \( K \), then it for real-time indexing, or for batch indexing.
V. CONCLUSION

Classification mechanism and framework of real-time search have been studied in this paper, solving the two key problems faced by real-time search: information filtering and identification, and fast data indexing. Query and microblog classification methods are put forward. Queries are divided into hot query and candidate query according to the number of related microblogs for the query. Microblogs are divided into effective microblog and noise microblog according to its ranking. Effective microblogs of a hot query are for real-time indexing, and all the microblogs of a candidate query and noisy microblogs of a hot query are for batch indexing. Based on the mechanism of meta-search engine and Sina microblog as for example, a framework of microblog real-time search is designed. Taking cooperation microblog systems as the information filtering interface, the framework not only saves the cost of real-time search, but also gets microblog data with high quality.
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